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STRUCTURE AND PETROLOGY GF THE ORACLE GRANITE
PINAL COUNTY, ARIZQNA

by

Ansi, K. Bauueriee

ABSTRACT

Oracle granite, probably emplaced In alder Precambrian

time contains the relic pattern imposed on the Pinal schist by

the Mazatzal orogeny. The "granite" of that time was a grano-

diorite. It Is now a porphyritic quartz monzonite that varies un-

systematically toward grrusodiarite and bicsttte granite. The trend

M Its principal Precambrian foliation is northeast-southwest and

this is crossed by northwesterly -treading Precambrian foliation.

After the àáasatzal orogeny, peneplanation, and deposition

of the younger Precambrian Apache group, a series of dikes was

emplaced in the Oracle granite, beginning with coarse and medium

grained diabause and ending with anclesite and rhyolite. The earlier

members of the sequence, including diabase, alite, pegmatite,

quartz and latiti were emplaced when tensional stresses opened a

series of northwest trending fractures. The tension seems to have

been related to right lateral strike -slip along the Mogul fault zone,



which forms the southern border of the granite.

In Jurassic or Cretaceous time the strike Alp on the Mogul

fault was reversed; northeast-trending Final schist south of the fault

was rotated counter-clockwise into partial parallelism with the fault,,

a transition zone north of the fault was likewise dragged and aa.dea-

ite and rhyolite dikes were emplaced in northeast-trending "featherfeather

fractures."

The structural and petrographic evidence suggests that met-

asomattem was important in the origin of the Precambrian grano-

diorite, but the existence of some magma cannot be precluded.

Likewise the evidence suggests that the potash meta,aomatism that

changed the granoctiorite to quartz snonzonite may have taken place

at the time of the later intense movements, that is, during Jurassic

or Cretaceous time. However, an earlier age of potash introduction

is not unlikely.

11i
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IN TR O DU C TIGN

About 118 miles north-northeast of Tucson. Arizona, the

highs northernmost ridge of the Santa Catalina Mountains (PL. 1)

terrYînstes abruptly on a nearly east-west line. Beyond tltta line

the Santa Catalina uplifts much subdued in relief but rugged in de-

tali, elopes gently away like a broad half-shield to ntrrtk1 northeast

and eortbwosá In this areas some ten miles longs east and west,

and seven miles wide, granite 1e the prevailing ntClt. Indeed, this

is the type locality of the Precambrian Gracie grstn#te, named by

C. F. Tolman (1949) after the village of Oracle.

It seems that no repariv on this locality have been published,

although the geology has been represented in very genersllsed form

on the Geologic Map of North America (1934), the G001ógic lip of

Arízana. (1924), and the Tectonic 1. Map of the United Etates (i844).

Modern structural methods had sever been used here before the

investigation by Robert M. Wallace (1954). Atailtace's naming.

which covered only a small pert of the area in details disclosed

relations strongly suggesting that the Oracle granite had formed

by replacement a the early Precambrian Pinal schist.

To test this suggestican, the writer spent about 10 weeks In

the field during the winter of 1955-56 and the swrimer of 1066 and
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perhaps a dozen week-ends at various times. The related labora-

tory work was carried out at the University of Arizona during the

school year 1956-57.

The objectives of this study are to piacc the area in the

structural framework of southern Arizona; to define the Oracle

granite petrographical/I; to describe its internal structure, rela-

tions to the Plaid schist and structural history; sind finally to dis-

cuss its possible origin.
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REGIONAL SETTING

Southeastern tri (PI. I) is s region in which separate

mountain ranges, or island-like uplifts, rise 1,000 to 7,000 t? feet

above intervening desert buin& At first glance the arrangements

of kiese uplifts and their Internal structures may seem orderless

but careful inspection reveals s pattern. The oldest structure

preserved is the foliation (bedding and cleavage) in the older Pre-

cambrian Phial schist. This structure (King et aà., 1940 with

local exceptions in the Santa Catalina and Tortiilîta mountains

trends »actto-easterly. With very local exceptions, as far as known,

the ease north-easterly trend prevails in the orientation of min-

erals and inclusions in the Precambrian granites associated with

the Pfpsl schist. This old northeasterly structural grain sows

to be the record of the Maaatzat orogany (Wilson, 1939, p. 1141)

in this part of Arizona.

Much younger structures, as for example the faults that

border the Whetstone mountains, follow approximately the ancient

Mazataal trensl. These faults may be rejuvenations, or they eiay

be later breaks that have followed the older Precambrian grain.

Several uplifts, mich u the Sierrita mountains and the minor spurs

between the Baùaaquivsri and Quinlan mountains, seem to owe their



form in part to the northeasterly grain.

A northwest trend. followed by some of the major mountain

ranges. is obvious. Furthers northwesterly shears, apparently of

Precambrian age in the granite neu Oracle suggest that enorth-

westerly structural grain may have been established at that time,

and may have guided later deformation.

The margins of some of the uplifts and of the intervening

basins trend nearly 1=th-south, or north-northeast. Examples

are the Santa Cruz valley, mouth of Thea= and the valley north

of Gracie.

fourth direction, east-west or west-northwest exists in

the reglom This direction was discovered by R. T. MI (1902)

and named by Ransome (1913) the Texas Lineament. tontead of

being a single fault as RUI described it, the Lineament seems to

be a broad sane* as much as SOO miles wide In which many wet

narthweet structures appear.. Among them, the "major structure"

of Silver Bells Arisen*, is noteworthy (Richard and Courtright,

1954, p. 1096-99). This han been described as a profound. deep

seated break persisting through a long period of time. 1.4ater in-

trusions and regional tectonic features heve been influ enc ed by it.

In southeastern Arizona, such west-northwest structures are

many, but the one most closely influencing the area tutder considera-

tion begins with the westward turn at the northern end of the
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Cáirfcaóus mountains (fit Cabezas mountains) and seems to extend

westward across the southern end of the ßaliurcs and across the

Santa Catalina. to the silver Rea uplift. This great structure seems

' to be an important strand of the Texas Lineaments and an element

a it, the Mogul fault, is an importmt feature of the Oracle area.

The fault is the nearly east-west ltd os which the Santa Catalina

mountains terminate at the north. and it limits the Oracle granite

on ih.



GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS

The sequence of geologic formations of this area was worked

out by Etoyanow (1i), Brumfield (1NO), Leddat (1950), Wallace

(1054) and Pelletier (l9#1.). This eequatee is presented below in

tabular form.

Alluvium o o s QUA TERNARY

Gila Conglomerate (?) )
)

Cluucburat form )
)

Iettattiosite, Andesfte, Rhyalftee etc.)

Couglomerates & reel beds ... Cretaceous ( ?) )

.. Pre Cretaceous (?) j

fiec abroi a limestone

Abrigo formation

Troy quartzite

Mescal limestone

Dripping Spr quartzite)

Barnes C ong10 m er at e

Pioneer forznation

Oracle granite

T E R TIARY

MESOZOIC

Lower Mississippian )
Middle C
Upper Cambrian ) PALM JIM

}
Middle Cambrian

Apache group
YOUNGER
PRECAMBRIAN

OLDER
pinia schist o . o o e PRZCAM IAN



With the exception of the dike sequences this thesis is con-

cerned only with the Ptaal schist and Oracle granite.



THE MOGUL FAULT

The Mogul fault which marks the southern limit of the gran-

ite exposures, irr not a simple, well defined fault but rather a zone

of motion. Locally the motion was restricted to a few gouge or

breccia seams; elsewhere it was distributed over many lesser shear

surfaces. The zone dips sauthaard at angles varying from nearly

vertical to about 30° and i# separates granite from Apache group

and younger rocks.

The Fault (Pl.. 2, 3, 4, and 5) striking approximately

NOW, can be divided Into two 42 echelon parts, - a sresteru one,

which includes a narrow belt of Pinal scldst within the fault zone

and an eastern one, near the southern corner of the mapped area.

A more nearly E- -IN iink, beginning at the end of the schist belt,

connects the two parts.

lt is difficult to determine the width of the fault sane. South-

ward the fault is limited by the cover of Apache group and younger

rocks, but northward (Pl. 4) many breaks parallel In strike and dip

to the Mogul fault occur in the granite. At the west, the sone of

movement Seems little 1 than a mile wide; in the eastern part it

may be lass than 1000 isst wide. This striking Menace between

western and eastern en echelon parts may be caused r3q the presence

10



PLATE 5

STRUCTURES IN THE pima SCHIST

Figure 1. Pral schist with gentle folds, minute
crinkles and anal plane cleavage (as
indicated by the pencil). Loatdng
southwest on the west bank of the wash
near Copper HUI mine (I1:-3).

Figure 2. Ptygmücal.1y folded final schist with
alternate vednlets of quArts, near the
contact with Apache group, about one
mile southeast of Copper Hill mine
(IC -3). Looking north.



PLATE 5

Figure 1

Figure 2
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of the schist belt to the wert. 3'äe fault zone traverses a granitic

basement to the oast, where the motion is relatively restricted.

The adjustments was àlstribyted more broadly where weaker rocks

are present.

Details of movements In the Mogul fault zone are revealed

by structures in the Pinal schist and adjacent parts of the Oracle

granite.



PENAL SCHIST

Name and Local teures

Mil schist, the intensely deformed older Precambrian rock

of stern Arizona, wu namee! by F. L. Ransom* (1903) from

the Final Mountains near 6il+abe. There the type area consists of

an audsnsive body of schist, exposed over an area about 18 miles

long from southeast to northwest and about 12 miles in greutest

width Otmt.om. 1919).

In the Oracle area, as already mentioned, emposures of the

Final schist wurm limited to a narrow strip (gl. 2) along the western

part of the Mogul fault tee. Because of Its location, this thin belt

of Ptawi yields Important information an the relation of the Oracle

granite to its wall rock and on the nature of the Mogul fault.

Field CtfpttCl

Equal acid/4 is a %e- to m6dhuIIgTaineÿ light gray to

chocolate brown, foliated rock. At many Owes a silvery sheen

appears, cite to segregation of serielle along certain planes, and

locally there is a distinct greenish tinge resulting from an increase

in chlorite.

13
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There are two types, slg111aceous and areaaefeouss which

Locally alternate in successive bands of variable thickness. Tbc

argfliacewa bands are rich in Berfc#tsy which encloses sporadic

Qat, leasofd aggregates of quarti. The stesaceous typt is mostly

quarts with variabLe amounts of seT1C1La and chlorite. Thus, lt is

indicated that this Mat was originally a sediment composed of Imo,

pure clays and sands, and present bedding attitudes are revealed.

A finer stratification, shown by color barn, is caused by minor

variations in composition or texture.

Although axial plane cleavage is locally developed 5, fig.

i) the most obvious foliation is parallel to bedding, which has fut-

alshed many movement surfaces. Lenticular structures, parallel

to bedding, ar* common. Some ,small lenses are rich in quart.z,

others are excessively rich is eerfelte. Near the Oracle granite,

lenticular bands, showing more than the usual evidence of deforma-

tion, have large porpharobLrats of pltgioel,ast (P1. 11, fig. 2).

yiLlt.rojeRk

The effects of mechanical deformation, temperature and soil*.

time on the original materials of the schist, we recorded in the

surviving minerals and textures.

(itatterts, the most common mineral, has preserved much of

this record, especially In specimens from the western exposures.
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Stages of granulation, from slight undulatory eldïn ctlan to completely

pulverized grains are obvious in thin sections. Flattening, dowse,

tiara and Peripheral granulation, whereby large grains become envel-

oped in a mantle of finely crushed material, are common. Certain

layers were completely pulverized and rolled out. in extreme cases

aisll lenticular streaks are aotnpoaed of quartz so minutely crushed

as to appear almost isotropic (Fl. 6, fig. 1).

The crushing is more obvious in tho arenaceous beds. In the

argillaceous layers, sericite seems to have had a cushioning effect,

so that the rounded to subrounded alistla outlines of quartz grains

can be seen in the highly contorted matrix. Some grains show de-

formation lamellae, oriented at right angles to the foliation.

Features suggesting rotation were observed in feldspar (PI.

8, fig. 2). Also radiating "feathers" of *tarts is pressure shadows,

were seen attached to a grain of finnan. and to finely crushed

streaker (Pl. 7, figs. 1 and 2).

The degree of recrystallization varies. is general the earlier

crushed matrix, with a superposed crystaüoblartic temere and lack-

fag strain shadows, is obviously more completely recrystallized than

the porphyroeLwts with their cracks and strain shadows. Certain

lenticular patches In the matrix (P1. 8, fib. 1) appear to have de-

veloped a coarser grain by recrqstallizatlorr.



PLATE 6

DETAILS OF PENAL SCHIST

Figure 1. Thin section of myloasltísed Platel
Schist (L-5 5), under crmosad- nicol+
X 12, alaDwing extreme granulation.
Minutely crushed lenticular streaks
appear almost isotropic.

Figure 2. Mal schist flc44r 5) with abun-
dantly sprinkled audaltudts prisms,
lying in the plane of foliation. Rand
specimen scale i" ar 3 25"
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PLATE 6

Figure 1

Figure 2



PLATE I

PR EWUR IE &liADO WS U4 MAL SCHIST

Figure 1. Radiating quarts feathers is myknitfzed
Pitta1 schist (L..5' 4). Quartz rosettes
are attached to the undulatory streaks
of finely pulverised materials. Crossed
Melia, X 32.

Figure 2. Pressure shadow growth ot quutz on
Unlade porphyroblas#. The orienta
tion of the quartz suggests rotation
during growthm Crossed nicols X 33.
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PLATE 7

Figure 1

Figure 2



PLATS 13

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS CV PINAL SC d t t

Figure 1. Fìnrgratned. arensceous Pinal schist
(L-M-7) with coarser grained recrystid-

Crosseà ideals X IS.

Figure 2. Deformed plagioclase in granulated
Firmt schist (L-M-7 y). Twin
lamellae bent and cracks ililed with
$eriche and quartz. Crossed nicois
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have ad been identified as detrital grains In the

schist, and indeed are uncommon except in lenses and bands near

the granite. Tim miarùs are plagioclase (Ab,) mtcr4cline

and orthoclase. With approach to the granfte, plagioclase timt

rar In the scbist as sporadic, well-formed porphyrob3asta a

millimeter or leis in length. Closer to tin granite they Increase

in size and abuadianaa, especially in certain layers or leises. Ya

specimens from such layers, bent twin lamellas indicate the de-

formation undergone by the plagioclase. Crystals of this mineral

are MHO in thin section to have dragged along the foliation. Some

have cracks, filled with sericite, calcite and quarts (Pl. 8, fig. 2);

others are reduced to sue. &HCt'OCias and p+et`thitiC orthoclase

are locally deformed, blip In many slides tiláßl4Qli1te, with crossed

twin limlllae fa not strained.

One is impressed that feldspar, is general, has undergone

leu deformation than quarts and that the potash feldspars were

deformed least of s11. Unless this indicates merely the greater

ease of racrgstallizatlon of potash feldspar, the formation of

microeline outlasted the &tormatlon.

6te te occurs as fine, scaly or massive aggregstes, or as

an interlocking lace that swerves around porpéiyrocUtsts of quartz

gad feldspar. Locally, the minute scales coarsen and grade into
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welimformed flakes of muscovite.

Waite Is very uncommon and when present is as small crys-

tals showing stages of alterations to serlafte and ahiarfta. Opaque

iron oxide appears to be a product of this alteration and the presence

of these opaque grains in some sericite-rich bands suggests a former

abundance of biotite.

Chlorite is present in a few slides.

Batt.is, appears as fine aggregates is certain chlorite-rich

bam.

/1 !tom completely altered to raiMte, is abundant in

will formed praudomarpbs along the contact with granite and diabase

in the eastern part of the schist belt (Pl. 8, fig. 2).

*Heavy mineral operation shows that apatite and Arc= are

common accessories. Sphene Is occasionally present. in two slides

a few rounded to subrounelad detrital grains of tourmaline, pleochroic

from light gray to dark bluish gray, were seen. Cue slide showed

a few small grades of colorless met among numerous opaque =raiss.
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The stable mineral assemblage of the Piami schist is like

that characteristic of the green schist fades of Vogt (i427) and

Turner (1g48). The association muscovite (sisricits) _- chlorite

bather suggests their stability raes within the muscovite -- chlo-

rite sub#acies of the grein schist fades. noaever, the presence

of b%titt as uncommon relics, spidots, microcline and oliQociasee

molests the former existence of the somewhat Weer temperature

1)101W-chlorite wbfacles or even aibite- spiaote-amphiballie fades.

The presence of oligoclase (Abi is particularly significant in this

respect to Indicate the former occurrence of the last mentioned

facie' (Ramberg 1952). The serícïtic pseaaomcrplw after andalwsite

and the presence el perthitic orthoclase, also Indicate somewhat

higher temperature, st least in restricted areas.

The relative scarcity of epidote and calcite reflects the

original low content of Cat) In the Pinal schist except very locally.

In summary, the results of the petrographic study suggest

(l) that the Mal schist of this area accommodated much mechani-

cal motion, (B) t6at this motion began before the introduction of

plagioclase feldspar and terminated or greatly diminished at the

time microcliae was introduced, (3) that at some time during this

history temperatures characteristic of the Motile-chlorite subfacies
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of the peen-schist fades or ,possibly of the epldots- amptdhoüt+r íacfas

prevailed, at least locally, followed by retrogression to the conditions

of than muscovite- chlorite- acier.

Structure

EttajLons she grdap. --At three plea (K4 5; 14-55;

and C-104 5) on the southern edge of the Plod exposures, two near

the western gad and one in the eastern fuit, a flat or gaùly- incllaed

surface, Irregular in detail but genearail, saaoatb, riss seen to sep-

arate acldat below from the Pioneer formation of the Apache group

above. Furtter, at tue Mown place (N-6) in the midst of Apache

exposures is a small, fiat topped "island" of Ott, on which rast

the lowermost Pious*, strata. At the two westernmost evoswres

of this mcoetormity, drag folds suggest that the Apache Group slipped

westward over the NBA or that Mal moved eastward erdet Apache.

At the other two localities it mane that there was no movement on

the erosion surface.

At the time of this movement a layer of Anal adjacent to the

unconformity must have become highly mobile (P1. 5, lid. 2). The

cause of this mobility is suggested by the many folded lenses and

vehalets of quartz inserted aim* the schist foliation. Such quartz

Insertions are rare or lacking throughout the remainder of the

schist. Locally the uacanformth was utilized by injections of
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diabase which are now schistose.

Along the eastern halt of the PlBiiApac11e contact, where the

relief is greater, the boundary is a fault that dips southward 45° or

less. The irregular course at the contact (P1. 2) Is the trace of

this fault on rugged topography. At the only place where drag folds

were sew in the fie, the hanging wall had moved relatively down-

ward. Cantismia` this, the pre-Apache unconformity was found a

few yards south of the fault on a canyon floor near O -iii at an ele-

vation far below the Pinal outcrops north of the fault. Toward the

*asters end of the schist beißt tide boundary fracture bu served as

a channel for tim injecttca of diabrise.

It swears, then, that adjustments between Apache group and

F1nal schist differed along the Westara and eastern parts of the con-

tact. At the west the schist merged about horizontally eastward under

the Apache grvup, or ricer versa. Farther eastward, the Apache

group warn lowered with respect to the schief on a normal fault. The

loos, unconsolidated nature of the normal fault gouge Indicates that

relative depression of the Apache along the eastern part of the con-

tact was the later adjustment. Wallace (1954) td that, even in

the western parta of the schist eres a late normal faulting

movement was indicated by "knee" shaped folds with their steep

limbs facing southwest, down the dip of the Mogul fault zone (Pl. 9,

fig. 1).



PLATE 9

FOLDS IN MAL SCHIST

Figure 1. A "knee" shaped fold la Pinal schist
(105. 5) with the steep lid facing
southwest, down the dip of the Mogul
fault zone. Small aale displacements
are associated with Use axial region of
the fold.

Figure I Drag-folded quarts- reinlats goatt foliation
in Pinal schist (L.M4), indicate down
dip movement near the Mogul fault.
Looking northwest.
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PLATE 9

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Fo listivn. --No claim is made that the indicated pattern of

foliation (Pì. 2) is final. If t better bow map were available,

this Pinal strip would repay a more detailed structural, study. As

mertiooeai abone, most of the foliation Is parallel to beug. +Msav-

agr or cry spaced sheer parallel to the axial planes of minor

folds is usually rather inconspicuouf and only very. locally has it

obliterated bedding.

Meld work by R. Wallace (1N4) first revealed In the

western pert of the schist brit a serfs of minor folds oriented as

though formed by left-lateral strike slip in the Mogul fault zone.

The *Nutmeats in this areas although partially localised along

saue of breccia and gouge, were broadly distributed over bedding

surfaces of the Pínals especially In the atellaceous layers. So

obvious is this distribution of the movement that the entire width

of the western part of the schist bs3t 110011211 to be part of the fault

sone (Fl. 2). The average strike and dip of the foliation parallel

to the fault zone.

Progressing east-southeastward there is a gradually increase.

lag tendency for the motion to be restricted to a few definite faults

and with this change goes a change in the pattern of foliation. Be-

ginning near L-44- -es the foliation turns southeastwards diverging

from the fault zone. Still farther eastwards the beds turn gradually

southwestwards suggesting the former presence in the eastern part
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of the schist belt cd the usual northeasterly trend of older Pre-

cambrian foliation (P3. 2). At this locality, the northeasterly trend

bag obviously been disturbed and rotated somewhat counterclockwise.

At the west, tom, the schist was dragged into parallelism

with the Mogul fault zone and is in fact a part of the tit zone.

This drag effect diminishes rapidly toward the eastern end of the

schist, but is nowhere completely slimias#ed.

Lineation. --Lineation was first mapped hers by R. M4

Wallace (1954) In the transition was near K--4, where the rocks

are partially mylonitïeed. At that time the relation of the structure

in the western part of the Mai schist to the movement in the Mogul

fault zone was already known. Because, therefore, the lineation

phtniged southeastward at various angles (PI. 10, figs. I and 2), it

was assumed to be parallel to "a," the direction of tectonic trans-

port. SOMe minor features that suggested rotation around the linea-

tion caused some doubt, and more extended study in schist adjacent

to the transition zone showed that some of the lineation was related

to the development of minor folds, or puckers, on foliation surfaces.

The little folds (P1. 11, fig. 1), with wave lengths measur-

able in inches are not tightly closed in initial stages and they plunge

at random. A regular lineal= is not present at such places. As

the folds tighten, the plunge becomes more uniformly southward and



PLATE 10

LINEATION IN ANAL SCHIST

Figure Lineation on the foliation surfaces of
mylonitised Mal schist plunges 300
southeast on an inclined surface near
L44-7.

Figure 2. Lineation on hand specimen from
the locality of Figure 1. Scale
Indicated.
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Figure 1

Figure 2



PLATE 11

DETAILS MAL SCHIST

Figure 1. Nortbeastward overturned little tokis
In Pima schist (1..41- IS 5) with the
wave lengths measurable In inches.
Scale indicated.

Figure 2. Pleat schist from the tramaition sie
(L -ß) with feldspar augen. Scale in-
dicated.
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PLATE 11
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Figure 1
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IinsatLon appears. The little folds are overturned northeastward

mit small thrusts, somewhat halter than bedding, have carried

tbc hanging wane relatively northeastward for distances usually

ranging within an inch. From this it was tentatively concluded

that the southward to southeastward plunging lineation of the tran-

sition none and of very local, marl parts of the schist, had

formod parallel to "b," iAerefort perpendicular to tectonic trans-

port. This toeahai= did not fit the abundant riddance that the

actita rra side of the Mogul fault son. had moved relatively east-

ward aat! downward.

At away places In the Plea gust a faint lineation ptvages

southwestward usually almost parallel to the dip of bedding. At one

locality, i[- N-10 3 these faint lines plunge northwest. From what

was said above, it seams that the southwestward plunging lineation

should be parallel to "a" and at right angles to "b," but this in-

terpretation yields a contused and =satisfactory picture of the de-

forming motions In the schist. Further, closely oppressed minor

folds locally plunge southwestward.

Pe#rofabrtcs. --To check the nature of the lineation patro-

fabric studies ware made of three thin sections cut perpendicular

to it. Section 111/1.11 is from the Piaui schist at K--3, where

lineation plunges southwestward; section 1/18 0 is from the schist
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st 14-105 whore tiny crinkles on bedding plunge northwestward; and

section 15--44 la from fdidspathtaed, partially mylonitized transi-

t% rock at Le A total of 1033 quartz optic axes were measured

in these oriented sections.

At IL-3 bedding strikes N--55W, dips 310° o southwest,southwest, and is

traversed by very faint cleavage, not observed until the oriented

specimen was sectioned, that strikes N1 5o', SOo west-south-

west. Minute crinkles that mark the idsrsections of cleavage and

bedding plunge almost precisely parallel to the dip of bedding. These

data allow a tentative selection of the tectonic axes "a, W' and ne

(Fig. 1-a).

An obvious feature of the fabric diagram (Fig. 1-b) is two

girdles intersecting in "a, " their included angle bisected by "b."

This is quarts girdle orientation type "g" (Yafrbalrn, 1949, p. 10,

Fig. 2-1) except that the usually associated maxima UI seem to be

lacking. To explain the girdles, Sander, Schmidt and others, (Fair-

bairo, 1949, p. 123) have postulated compression perpendicular to

"ab," permitting no forward motion along üa" or rotation around "b."

The fabric has been found to be characteristic of certain granulites,

and it seems to result from a flattening process.

Obviously, the fabric shown in Figure i-tr indicates more

than the girdles that intersect In "a*" the granulite-like fabric has

been modified. There is a tendency toward the development of an



(a)
Oriented specimen from K-3 ( Plate2) showing

cleavage, bedding, cleavage -bedding intersections

and fabric axes a, b and c .

(c)
341 quartz axes from Pinal schist (N -10.5, Plate 2 )

Trace of microfolds in center . Contours 4- 3 -2 -1%

31

325 quartz

Trace of the cleavage and microfolds in center

Contours 4 -3 -2 -1 %

axes

(b)
from Pinal schist (K -3, Plate 2 )

(d)
367 quartz axes from the transition zone of Pinal

schist and Oracle granite along the Mogul foult(L- 6,PIate2)
Contours 5- 4 -3 -2 -1

Figure 1. Petrofabric diagrams of Pinal schist near the Mogul fault zone.
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Hat" girdle. Further, the fabric is not#cesbly symxnetrical with

respect to the trace of cleavage, and two atazima, on* In upper

Ieft,, one in lower right quadrant would, if rotated clockwise oc-

cupy the positions of maxima W of Tairbahm. This suggestion

of translation along cleaves* and counterclockwise rotation around

"W' is supported by features observed in the specimen (Fig. 1-a).

Accordingly, it 11001330 that the earliest deformation recorded

In this rock was compression perpt ::Acular to "ab," which caused

the girdìee that intersect in "a" and possibly caused maxima. UL

This fabric seems later to have been distorted by gliding along

cleavage and rotation wound ' b. " The lineation, Therefore, is

parallel to "bit° and the rotation conforms to the field evidence that

the southern side of the Mogul fault zone moved relatively eastward.

At E--10° 5, bedding strikes NOS and dips 1110Stfr.. Small

crinkles on bedding plunge almost parallel to the dip and are asym-

metrical toward the southwest. No cleavage oblique to Waling is

aaegasc+cpics,lly visible. The crinkle awes were assumed to be par-

allel to "b" "a" was considered to Us on the bedding planee at

right angles to "b." The contour diagram (Fig. 1-e) is oriented

as before.

Girdles that intersect In "a;" seem never to have developed

here. In spite of the absence c4 visible cleavage oblique to bedding,

there is again an obvious symmetry with respect to planes inclined
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about 300 to the right. Such planes must have functioned during

the formation of the tittle crinkles, and again there appears to have

been counterclockwise rotation around '+b.'! The diagram resembles

In some respects Sander's fabric diagram of folded quartzite from

Brenner, Tyrol, (Fairbaira. 1949, p. 72-73).

Whore the transition zone specimen was taken, foliation .

strikes )4 ,°W, dips 47°8W, and a faint bat obvious lineation plunges

le southward. The rock àsir betea foldspathized, and the metacrysts

reduced to auget. In the development of the augen titOre are signs

of movement on foliation at right angles to the lineation. In some

Cu.., the higher iayfrts moved relatively upward and northeastward,

but ;maüy the upper layers went relatively downward and west-

ward. litegascopically, only one foliation is evident. The tectonic

axes were chosen and the thin section oriented u before (Fig. 1 -d).

At first the tlìwant gives the Impression of two small circle

;gz allies around the sofa chosen as "s," but the curvatures are wrong;

the two apparent girdles are obviously parts of an Incomplete "ac"

girdle, accompanied by maxima II of Fairbairn.

The leatwrvb observed In the specimen lid to the expectation

of a complete, well-developed "ac" girdle, and it was surprising to

find this Incomplete one. Further a weak maximum at the cester

of the diagram Indicates a few quartz axes parallel to the axis chosen

as 'rb. *,
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Combining the data in the &agrsm with the features observed

in the specimen, it seems that In táß transition sons and adjacent

parts of the schist there was first a relative! movement of the upper

Were upward and nortbetua#ward, followed by relaxation and rela-

tive movement in the opposite direction, that Is downward and south-

westward. This was accompanied or followed by motion downward

and southeastward parallel to lineation. This motion disrupted the

"ac" girdle formed during earlier manes and oriented some of the

quarts axes parallel to "to," which then bol.sm!! "a," the direction

of tectonic transport.

Obviously, many more peEeofsbrle dtagraaas would be required

to place the interpretation of lineation an a secure basis. At preseat,

however' it looks as though the jiltrOtabriC study supports the concept

that the southern side of the Mogul fault zone moved relatively east-

ward and that the Pioai schist took part to those movements. The

std ails the concept that locally the banging wall was thrust north-

eastward, then subsided southwestward and shifted southeastward.

ihr compares with a swittly-flowing stream that mules uff, then

withdraws from its banks. Locality N-105 then, represents an

eddy in the stream.

ons te. --From the western end of the

schist exposures to the vicinity of bi - 9 10 the contact of schist

with granite is gradational. In the schist, as already mentioned,
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the first Indication of approach to the gradational contact is the

appearance of many small plagioclase porphyrobiasts. Nearer the

granite, theme increase in abundance and size, with accompanying

coarsening of the matrix (Fl. 11, Hg. 2). Next, there appoar

sporadic large porPhyrobiaats of potash feldspar. The gradation

from schist to granite is not ism. Over a belt varying in

width up to pearl' half a mile, bads of plaglocLse -rfch rock,

obviously derived from the Phial, alternate with bands of granite

with many large mfcrocline crystals and with occasional thin bands

of only moderately recrystallized schist. Many small oriented pieces

of Pínal Wildart, in various stages of recrYstsllfza#icn, appear in this

gradational zone. The zone fades northward into the Oracle granite,

by iradnal disappearance of any recognizable remnants of schist,

other than the small Inclusions.

The gradational zone is so not only in composition but also

in structure (Pig. it). Approaching from the granite side, the planar

puallslíam within the granite turns gradually or fly from
southwest strike to parallelism with the schist contact. The dips

also become much gentler from the near vertical orientation within

the normal granite. As mapped (PI. 2) the belt in which this change

takes place is fully half a mile wide st the western end and gradually

diminishes in width toward M - 10 where it 4tawsarg.

This structural transition expresses the same left lateral
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strike-slip deduced from the internal structures of the schist. The

transition June, then, shared in the Mogul fault movement. As In

the schist this movement became progressively murrt restricted to

a few gouge seams from wert to east, so in the transition belt the

movement similarly becomes confined to a gradually narrowing belt.

Beyond -- 10 there is no transitfca, either in composition or

structure from schist to granite. Here the observed contact is

sharp and it is a surface of movement. Inserted along it is a steep,

tabular lntruskn of diabasa, locally more than 100 feet thick. Cu

the schist side, the cilabsse is massive, but on the granite side a

thick shell of &abasa is cleaved parallel to the c+astsrc

In addition to motion along the abarp, diabaae- coated contact,

there is evidence, discussed under structural history, that some of

the fault movements were transferred to narrow, cross-cutting shears

within the granite.



ORACLE GRANITE

The Oracle granite was named, for the village of Creel*, by

C. F. Tolman, Jr., In 1903 (Moors, et aL, 1949).

Plate 2 shows all but the easternmost granite eltpaseres, which

have not yet been studied in detail. The wedge- shaped area shown

contains about 40 square mllea ft narrows westward because of

encroaching soll and alluvium; northward and northwestward, it is

covered by the Gila conglomerate (Steele, 1952). Its southern bound-

ary was discussed above.

!!crIpttoa
Cracle granite is a course grained, porphyritic rock varying

usually fror: light gray to light pinkish gray in color. Color varia-

tions are usually very slight and irregular, but certain lenses and

streaks, frcw a few feet to as much u two miles in length are def-

initely more pinkish or brownish pay than the average. Although

generally fresh, along some shear zones the granite is iron stained,

its minerals altered, and its larger crystals reduced to augen.

Quartz and feldspar usually determine the color. Plagioclase

38
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and quartz make most of the coarse-grained matrix in which wear

abundant large crystals el microclizte, some as long as two Inches.

Monte sutd chlorite appear as dark specks in the matrix.

Pet. roergly

The essential minerals are quartz, plagioclase (An3a34),

microcline, perthíte, bíotite and chlorite. Accessories are magnetite,

ilmenite, epidote, spheDe, tourmaline and zircon.

Sawiles were collected on a regular grid interval of about 500

feet and at a few places this interval wu considerably reduced. In

such a coarse-grained rock, where a sigle crystal of microcline

may occupy an entire thin section, the chances of error in estimating

modal composition are high (Chayes, 1956). In an effort to approxi-

mate as closely as possible the avgrtage mineral composition, modal

analyse* of 38 samples were made by the Romwal method, (Tabl 1).

Of these eight analyses are averages of three thin sections per spec-

imen, cut at rig* angles to each other. Included also are analyses

of ten large thin Netfous, which yield much greater areas per slide.

Each modal analysis has been classified according to three

systems proposed by rX9fferent investigators. Sixteen of them tail

into compartment 227 (Granodlorite) and 22 into 226 (Granite) of

Joluanfaeeda's system (1428). According to the system of Wahlstrom

(19#7), two of the analyses are granite, n are quartz monzonite and



No.

9 /19.T /56 ßl.8

7/98J/56 33.8

3l24,r /58 32.7

7127J %58 55.1

E /244f545 48. 3

2I58/114 21. í

5466J66 38. o

11Ï313/80 N. O

$ /18J /56 St. 9

5/1A/51 28. 8

8 /92I) /S5 39.3

10/256 38.

10310/56 3a.8

i1/24JI56 27.e

8/29D/55 41. 8

a /pan /aa 39.:

10/240/55 36. 5

2/22D/55 15. 4

3/25D/65 97.8
3 1.111

Table 1. Modal Analysis of Oracle Granite

Plagio-
clase

Micro-
cline Parthite

241.8 37.8 8.4

38.7 6.4 18.1

87.8 13.4 18.4

31.1 25.1 8. 8

88.8 18.3 14.8

37.1 88. 8 7.1

21.8 13.7 8.7

87. 5 14. 4 18. 8

22. 7 31. 9 3. 7

83.5 C 80.8 2.1

24. 7 22.1 10.

87.8 4.8 8.8

20.1 28. 3 8. 8

38.8 3.8 28.8

18. 8 84. 7 5. 8

32. 8 29. 8 8. 8

25.1 . 17.4 18.8

44.8 32. 8 8.8

88. 4 88, 8 O. 8

40

Chlorite Other

8. 8. 4(a)

7.8 1.8(b)

14. 7 1, 8

7.8 .8

8. 4 . 8

7. 5 8. 8

18. 7 8. 8

7.7 8.8

7.e 8.9

10. 7 3. 7

11.1 8. 3

7.3 3.8

11.7 1.4

10. 4 3. 8(c)

8.4 2.8

1x.8 8.8

8.8 I.8

8. 8 3. 8

8.8 1.4



Table 1, continued.

Specimen
No.

9/230/55

1/26D/55

3/170/55

2/360/55

3/290/55

io /uri /as

1/20411/541

6 /2iA/ó8

?J8s /Se

10 /34D /5b

6/250/55

10/240/55

11 /9A/1!E

5/86/óa

5/2Z/ó6

2/8E, /5á

4/23A/56

s /else

3/10s/56

Plagio-
clase

33.8 30.5i

33. 8 37. 3

38. 3 ßi. 8

88. 3 48. 8

3'. 8 3t. 7

33.5 38.8

3l. 8 38. 7

30. 4 37. 4

33. 4 17. 8

30. 4 37. 3

14. 8 37. 8

38. 51 35.

31.7 34.4

45.1 33. t

34.7 35.8

3E.8 3.1
37. S 31. 4

35. 3 20. 8

33.8 33.8

41

Micro-
cline

4.1
38. 5

13. 4

11. 4

13.1

23.7

33.1

18. 8

35. 8

13. 8

41. 3

17, 4

13. 4

11.5

42. 3

31. 8

31.1

38. 5

18. 8

Chlorite . Mare

5.8 13.7 4.8

3. 8 7. 8 3. NO

14.0 11.8 2. 8

3. 5 8. 8 3. Me)

11.8 8.1 3.7

8. 8. 3 2. 3

3.1 I5.1 3.3

14.8 8.1 8.4

.8 10,1 3.3

5.3 8.8 1.3(f)

3.8 11.7 1.1

13.3 : S.8 1.8

4.3 10.6 5. 8_

1.1 9.1 1.3

1. 8 1.1

8.4 3.8

3. 0 7. 3 . 8

1,7 10.8 3.8

1. 2 13. 6 3. 3
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Table continued.

(a) Vr'ell- developed microcliMe
(b) Slightly cruahst!
(c&e) Slightly altered
Mtn Highly chloritlu

the rest are gtauodlorite. According to the classification of Du Bots

(personal co uuitatfon) 31 of the analyses are quartz monzonite,

live are grsnorüoxite and the rest are granite. It seems, thy. Etat

the Oracle graalte Is a porphyritic quartz momzonite that varies with

no detected regularity into graacrdiorits and granite. This is easential-

ly in agreement with the conclusion of Schwartz (1962. P. 7) and

Peterson (1098, p. 8 -9). Some of the history of this assemblage irr

recorded in its simple mineral phases and their mutual trelatíons.

Quarts. the most abundant mineral occurs In several forma

among which large (6 mm) round or subrovnd grains are maßt abund-

ant. Those are usually fractured and show =Most extinction.

Much quartz also occurs as tine crysfalkblaa#!c aggregates, probably

from recrystalïizattoo. Near the Mogul fault zone, quartz grains

have been finely pulverized and rolled out Into streaks (PI. 12, figs.

1 and 2) liìce some of the quartz of the Mal schist.

Quartz also occurs all accidental inclusions ut micrncliae (P1.

13, fig. 2) plagioclase and WM*, as graphic intergrcwths border



PLATE 12

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF ORAC LE GRANITE

Figure 1. Pulverized and rolled out streaks of
quartz grains in Oracle granite from
the prosími#y of the Mogul fault sane.
Crossed aicalu X ZCf.

Figure 2, Crushed Cracle granite from the
west-northwest trending shear zone,
one half mile south of Oracle.
Crossed rilede 'X 25.
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PLATE 12

Figure 1

Figure 2



PLATZ 13

PHO TONTICROGRA.PM `RACL go GRAMM

Figure 1. Myrrnekftle Intergrowth around p1agto.
class in Coracle Granite. Crossed
nicola 20.

Figure porphyroblast with quartz
inc1uslans. Lisuogest inclusion in
optical conthmity with parent quartz
crystal. Crossed nlcols X N.
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PLATE 13

Figure 1

Figure 2
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pertál #e, as nsyrniekite around large crystals' of plagioclase and in

micro,- veínleta (Pl. 13, fig. 1).

The grains usually are clear and untwinned, but In a few

slides simple twinning mosre seen in the finer aggregates. At a few

places quartz grains are impregnated with fine needles, possibly

rutile.

The amount present varies (Table 1) and certain sections are

especially gnartsricli. tt !s not known whether this represents nari-

giaai variations in the granite, or whether it results from subsequent

migrations and concentrations of silica.

lßgioclase U usually present in snbhedral plates a few cm.

to leis than i mm. In length, the smaller sizes being uncommon.

Some round grains were peen, and the smaller crystals lead to be

xenomorphic. Plagioclase occurs also u inclusions is micnocLine

(Pl. 15. ílgs, 1 and 2; Pl. 18, fig. 1) and as perthitic intergrowths

with microcline or orthoclase.

Refractive index determinations were made on plagioclase

grains from crushed samples. The portion used bad passed the 100

mesh (A. E. T. fit.) screen and had been separated from the heavy

minerals. Using the ratnes obtained for refractive Indices, composi-

tions were computed from the determinative cbsrt of Chapea (1982).

This !na further been checked by measurements of maximum extinction
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angles of sAblte twins is s. ction soraAl to (010) on corresponding

s (Rogers & Kerr, 1942). The results Nable 2) nit that

the usual plagioclase of the Oracle granite varies in composition

from Ab ï Ans4 to X78 X12. For comparison. five measurements

were made on plagioclase from a specimen of hornblende-bearing

granite located about three miles southwest of the mapped area.

Wallace (19á» had proposed for this rock the name Stmasisga

granite. Its plagioclase seems to vary within the limits shown by

the plagioclase of the Oracle granite. The Crack, granite plagio-

clase of the perthitic intergrowths is somewhat more sodic (Ma)

than the 4verap.

As expected from the rather narrow compositional range, the

plagioclase is not strongly zoned. Cores are usually more calcic

(An34) than rims (An). Some reversed zoning was seen in which

more calcic rims enclosed a less calcic core. In such cases the

cores wert altered to serfstta and clay minerals and it Is possible

that the rims were enriched by migration of calcium ions from the

cores (Osterwald, l955).- In some plagioclase crystals the rims

merge outward Into pctthftic or myrmak tia intergro (Pl. 13,

fig 1) and in m few crystals the itgergrowth is so far advanced as

to leave only a small residual core (Fl. 14, cgs. I and 2).

Bent twin lamellae reveal deformation in much of the plagio-

clase and at many places the crystals are fractured or crushed.
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Table L Refractive Indices of Plagioclase in Oracle Granite
and One clin en of Samaniego Granite

6/105$

p/siD /agi

08610/56

1. 5468

1. 5470

1.5472

1. 5475

1.5480

3/108/56

1.5470

1. 5470

1. 5472

I.. 5480

1. 5485

I.. 5478

1. MO

1. 5480

i.5482

1. 5484

1. 5475

1.5476

1. 5478

1.6478

1. 5478

Mate n34

o "3u

1. 6465

1. 5470

1wasoiso 1. 5472

1. 5472

1. 5418

Ab74 "26

Abe. An33.

1. 5468

1. 5472

7ÍeS/56 1. 5415

1. 5480

1. 5460 Abl4 "28
1.6470

1060/56 I. 5470

1. 5472
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Treble 2. continued.

§. k

No.
en

1. 5482

sae mu

.t*,..' iE

No.
an

1.5475

ompow
sition

^bro4#41so

Samaniego
Granite

Ab75 M25

"73 An27

Near the Mogul fault son* the larger crystals were deformed Into

augen. Near some large quarts veins In the granite all feldspar

seme to have been destroyed so that quarte ants "float" in a

tOerse micaceous matrix.

Micrrcline occurs both as large crystals and as small grains.

Whereas In the field the large microclines are eubt43r- rel, in Ode

section the minerei is usually xisnomorphic. This is because the

intricate details of crystal boundaries escape field ebeervation, and

because the smaller, poorly-formed crystals are not noticed in the

field at all. Maw line begins its growth as an irregular, swage-

like indiviftal and gradually attains a more perfect form. During



PLATE 14

MYRNIEKITE IN ORACLE alarms

'Ware 1. Myrmehitic and micrographic later-
growths in Oracle granite. Crossed
idcols X 30.

Figure 2. Advanced stage of myrme&i#ic intar-
growth; almost the entire amount of
feldspar crystals are affected by the
intorgrowth, Crossed ntcoL ft.
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PLATE 14

Figure 2
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8r0wth, grains of plagioclase, quartz, bioEite and chlorite were in-

cluded (F1. 15, figs. I and 2; PI. 18, fig. 1). In /onae Individuals

the volume of these inclusions exceed 50 percent of the total.

Microcliae may have reacted with some of the quartz lacht-

Mons, which now appear as wedge- shaped or wafer-like remnants

(Pí. 1$, fig. 2). The alignment of some of these quartz inclusions

suggests, however, that the silica may have been exeolved along

certain ergatallogcvhfc planes of the feldspar.

The rather large variation in microcline content of the gran-

ite (Table I) may be exaggerated, because the larger crystals are

not equally represented in all of the thin sections. Unlike quartz

and plagioclase, microclíne shows little or no evidence at deforma-

tion. The slight signs of strain observed were restricted to the

larger lradividesalss. The large crystals are also characterized by

myrmeldtic rims and may grade outward into perthlte.

Orthoclase seems to be rare. Maat of the observed crystals

show transitions into cryptoperthitic tntergrrovrtts.

Perttúte is abundant and has various forme. The braided and

patchy types are moi! common (Pl. 17, figs. 1 and 2). Some vein

perthite is present and film perttiite was seen (Pl. 16, ifs. I and 2).

Some large perthitic crystals contain isolated pa#ches of microciine

and In some cases the microaline and pertktte are present in equal



PLATE 16

PLAGIOCLASE IN MICROCLINE

Figure 1. Plagioclase inclusions, all in optical
continuity, In per#htic microclima
porphyroblas#. Grassed alto". X 17.

Figure 4. Included plagioclase with iodic re-
action rim within perthitic microc llne.
Crossed Weals X 17.



PLATE 15

Figure 1

*

Figure 2

..k
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PLATE 16

PERTHITES

Figure 1. perthite with inclusion of
altered plagioclase Lad quartz.
Crossed uicols 16.

Figure 3. Vein perthlte grading Into patchy
perEi and iiai{'rrocline with wider-
like inclusions of quartz. Crossed
aicals X 111.
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PLATE 16

Figure 1

Figure 2



PLATE 17

PERTNITES

Fiore 1. Coarse, braided perEhite with in-
clusions of quartz and altered
streaks at plagioclase. Crossed
Licols X 16.

Figure 2. Patchy perthite grading Into micro-
cline. Crossed ntccilw X It
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PLATE 17

Figure 1

Figure 2



amounts. A few gains showed Iniarmltns cross-twimting In one

baff and pNtàitic intesgrowth in the other. Thin pertLifiic veins

may extend into other minerals, or ú11 interstices. Transition

from braided pestïdte to vein and patchy perthite indicates replace-

ment according to Go ldich (iú91, p. 897- 720). However, this may

not be true of the lily, pertbika (Gates, 1953, p. 55-89), which may

result from essalutic+n, perhaps aided by deformation (H.thrtcb 1058,

p. 30). Associated aibiäc velmiets, as pointed out by Anderson

(Goldich, 1941) are late features, and the albite may have been re-

leased when microcline replaced original igagloalnse. The calcium

so released formed eltac:zcisitc and calcite.

Two processes, replacement by albfit, formed as a result of

the growth of microcline, and szrabutlon aided by continued deforma-

tion and failing temperature, seem to account for the perthite.

Biotite Is nearly everywhere present, but In varying amounts

(Table 1). The mineral may appear as flakes as much as i cm.

across, or as minute, irregukar wisps. The latter may be caa-

centareted into patches of streaks within a thin section. Twisted

and curved flakes indicate deformation.

Inclusions are magnetite, quarts and numerous tiny zircons

with pronounced pleochroie haloes.

The mineral commonly shows reaction rims of muscovite ant4
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chlorite, especially where in contact with micractine (Pi. no fig. 2)

or even with plagioclase. At many plow alteration to chlorite is

complete and fr accompanied by formation of muscovite and iron

oxides. rimItilts can be identified by its leucozene spots among

the opaque products. At some places biotite seems to have altered

completely to mnscorite which was tumble to rid itself of the teil-

we off. Sphene and epiaate are locally associated with this

alteration.

sanvles of the granite, spaced

as regularly as possible over the mapped area, were crushed and

screened. Two grms each of the 170-100, 100-450 and 150400

mesh fractions were separated In bramvform, washed in alcohol,

dried and weighed, and the weight percentages were calculated (Table

3). Because of the inevitable loss (haring crushing, the weight

ceutages of bùotite and chlorite differ somewhat from their modal

compositions (Table 1).

Representative fractions of the heavy minerals were then

selected, part of the magnetite removed with a magnet, and the

remainders mounted. In order of ahmdance, the minerals identified

were bíOÜte, chlorite, magnetite, apatite, ClinozolattO, eß1dotl, zircon,

apte, limonite and pyrite.



PLATE 18

worn%

Figure 1. Biaata (B» and epidota (Ep). Crossed

Figure 2. Reaction rim of muscovite around btotlts
(BO in contact with microcline and
perthits. Crossed picola X 16.
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PLATE 18

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Table 3. Weight Percentage of Heavy Minerals

spectra=
No.

, . .
370* 7£ 1

.

150-200 200

3 380/38

.

8. 8

.. .

10. S 13. 8 8. 2

3/108 88 8.4 14.8- 10.4 6 .8

8. 3 13. 8 12. 8 7. 5

/0/34.0 55 7.8 8.3 8.7 5.3

2/88 33
.

8.3 fl.8 18.8 .4
6/18/56 8. 3 8. 4 7. 5

_ ...,..,

e. 2

7/IS 38 3.8 13.5 18.4 Y0.4

9/37D/55 11. 5 13, 8 10. 4 8. 4

6. 18.1/33 8. 8 8. 3 7. 4 4. 2

10/285/88 13. 3
_.

10. 5 5. 8 4. 8

...,....,

* Size-limits are expressed in A. S. T. M. mesh numbers

Apatite is usually In elongated prisms although a few short

ones were semen (P1. 19, fig. 1). It also forms aggregates and

appears as inclusions in other miner.

Zircon is in small, adral or rounded, pate purple or

hyacinth crystals (Pl. 19, figs. I and 3).

f2!!!! Is in faint brown to yellowish brown grains with d..

ant opaque inclusion*.



PLATE 19

SEA rt ALE

Figure 1. Heavy mineral gris from the Oracle
granite showing eudedrat zircon (Zr),
apatite (Ap), epidote tom), and blotite
(B». Platte light X 80.

Figure a. :taPvy mineral grains from Oracle
granite showing euhedral zircon (Zr),
irregular biotite flakes (81) and sphate
(gip). Plane light X
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!2Lt. is rare, the mineral of this group usually beim

clinozoisite, pleochroic form faint lemon yellow to colorless.

Dame. shows leucozene spots in reflected light.

!.!! was present as minute cubes in two slides.

enu1s

Any older Precambrian rock in a mountainous region must

have endured many changes. The study of the minerals and textures

of the Oracle granite is thus an attempt to analyze the conditions that

prevailed when the first minerals crystallized and those that have

been active since that time.

The occasional relics of orthoclase, the =define cores of

some plagioclases and evidence that much of the biotite was originally

hornblende, suggest the initial conditions to have bimst those of the

smpbtbolite facies. The temperature may have been about 600° C

(Ramberg, 1952). Indeed, the presence of suhedrsl zircon may mean

even greater heat (Polderv*art, 1956, p. 547), unless the crystalliza-

tion temperature of that mineral was greatly lowered In the presence

of other rcebstaacaso The minerals cd this Initial, high temperature

stage have been listed (Tab!. 4).

Variations In texture and grain are also suggestive and strik-

ing. the finer-grained, crystalloblastic portions weer to represoeR

lithic relics is very late stages of recrystailization. The coarse



Table 4. Paragenetic Sequence In Cracie Granite

Zircon

Magnetite - --- - -

Unmans ---?--

Apatite

(An2211,34)

R0!'Abl6ildé (?)

(,itttl4CLa11!!

Quartz

Biotite

Sphene

Epicbte

Psrtlutes

Microcline

Plagioclase (An101145)

Chlorite

Muscovite (Sertelte)

Hematite

Hydromica and clay

Calcite

TIME

all ONO

_
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grimed parts with well-formed subheclrsl plagioclase may represent

the ultimate stage of such recrystallization, or they may be parts of

the rock that were actually malt. Perhaps these two statements

mean the same thing.

Them are features that suggest the destruction of some of

the first crystallized minerals and the formation from them of new

minerals eßt a lower temperature and during deformation. For ex-

ample, some saiotite, ep#date and spheue seem to have formed as a

result of the destruction of hornblende (Pl. 18, fig. 1). At the same

tfme, perhaps, as suggested by the small sndes4ne cores, marginal

portions of previously crystallized plagioclase were converted to

oligoclase at the expense of andesine. Possibly microcline started

to form at this or slightly later, stage. These minerals are char-

acteristic of the epldoit!- amphtbolite facies, according to Ramberg

(1952, p. 145- 149). Cataclaals is evident in most of these minerals,

except microcline, which shows very little evidence of strain. Aa-

car , micrccline may have formed late in, or after, the move-

went.

A number of features suggest how the microcline was emplaced.

Oriented plagioclase inclusions (Pl. 15, fig. l) often In optical con-

tinuity, oriented wisps of biotite and grains of quartz - gil withïn

large microcline crystals, tell of replacement (Reads, 1948). The

myrmekite along plagioclase-IC-feldspar boundaries, irregular, em-

bayed çontacte, perthitic veiutets, patchy perthites and micrographic
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intergrowths around potash feldspars (P1. 13, tip. á and 2; PI. Ido

figs. I and 2) are also features of replacements (GUtuly, 1933).

The ma#crcpertáitie 1aEergrowths in mfCrocUune, however rua. result

from diffusion C ° .. #:: : ; 1949, P. 580).

A strong preferred orientation of the microciine porphyrobleete

and their included minerala leaves no doubt that the potash-besring

solutions replaced a previously-oriented Bric. Such potash meta-

eomatism has been described elsewhere (King, 1947, Anderson, 1934,

Schermerhore, 1950. As a result of the changes described above

"Cracle granite" was c ed in composition from granoclioart.te to

quartz-moozonite.

Near the Mogul fault zone and other zones of movement there

was retrogreeefon to the green-schist facies. At such places biotite

altered to chlorite and moscovite, plagioclase changed to dome ag°

gr egat-es of sericite and clay; and calcite and hematite appear to

have resulted from these reactions. 'Mee appear to be the final,

most localized adjustments of the mineral assemblage to changed

conditions.

...Structure

Structure elemen t. --Tha common elements that, oy their

preferred orientation, disclose structure in the Cracle granite are

biotite, feldspar, schlieren and dark inclusions. The preferred
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orientation of these elements is planar, except in the transition

zone, wher eboth planar and linear structures are present.

?referred orientation of minerals is usually revealed by the
.,.,,,. ...

large phenocryats of fekispar, but the perfection of the planar

parallelism varies widely. At some places, especially around

Oracle, the stricture Is recognizable with difficulty, and at some

localities It has been obliterated by alpiïte or pegmatite. At a few

places statistical studies, like those by Mayo (1p41, p. 1025) were

made of the attitudes of individual feldspar crystals. Although in-

dividual crystals vary in their orientations, the average remains

constant over long distances and coincides with the regional trend.

Biotite, where present, shows a consistent planar orientation.

even the tiny wisps occurring as inclusions within large crystals of

naicrocline show the preferred orientation. This feature, however

is obscured at many places. Examination of many thin sections

reveals that quartz also takes part in the preferred orientation.

!i9ti!, Schlieren are very local. They were seen at 11-11,

E-19 and G-14 (H. 20, figs. 1 and 2). These features vary in

length from a few inches to about six feet and in width from less

tium an inch to eight inches. They are, of course, darker than the

enclosing granite and are occasionally slightly coarser in texture.

They wally taper gradually into thin laminae of biotite or into flat,



PLATE 20

SCHLIER EN

Figure 1. Bronchitis schlieren (G-14) trending
north 45 east. Gradually tapering
end points northeast.

Figure 2. Schlieren (H -11). Trend north 400
eßt, parallel to regional foliation.
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lensoid Inclusions. At one locality (H-II) a, few dark Inclusions were

observed within the schlieren (P1. 2C, figs. 1 and 2).

The attitudes of the schlieren seem to vary more than those

of other planar feature. At H-11 and G-14 they are vertical and

trend parallel to the regional foliation of the granite. At G44, two

schlieren, In a bundle of five branch off the main one. Near )1 4 14

the echlterr en dip more gently than the associated parallelism of min-

erals and inclusions. These observatione eu est that the biotite

schlieren may be related to very local movement of especially plastic

portions of the granite. Cibviouely they do not record a general be-

havior at granite.

Indus/cos are distributed abundantly but irregularly. Inclusions

swarms may *pear even fer within the granite.

The inclusions are usually fine grained, dark and rich in bio-

We. They vary in length from a few millimeters to 20 feet, and

may attain a 'width of five feet. The usual length is between three

and fax inches. Mapes vary from spheroids and discs to enban.gular,

irregular pieces, the more rounded forms being more common.

Some "EM shaped Inclusions were seen. Usually the overall form is

planar and the majority of broadest surfaces coincide with the r

al trend of foliation (PI. 21, figs. land 2).

Many of the i.nchisione are foliated and this feature, parallel



PLATE 21

INCLUSIONS

Figure 1. Pall,l inclusions oriented north
east. Locality (Y -10). Look-

ing north.

Figure 2. Ftrikes of the largest surfaces ofinclus. Locality of Figure 1.
Two separate groups of outcrops
represented in (a) and (b).



PLATE 21

Figure 1

R - 5

Measurements of strike

( a )

66

(b)

Figure 2
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to the largest surfaces of the enclosures, is a part of the regkmal

planar structure. At two places, f olded inclusions were seen (PI.

22, it . 1 and 2). The axial planes of the folded iaclaslonB co-

incide with the regional strike and dip of foliation. In one case,

quartz-feldspar veiniets alternate with hiotite-ric4 bande (PI. 22,

fig. 1).

S war ms of inclusions (PI. 23, fig. 2) are huge planar ele-

ments parallel to the regional foliation. featbar ee have been

reported from the granites of the Sierra Nevada (Mayo, 1941). With-

in such swarms the individuals may vary in shape, size, and orienta-

lion, but the swarm as a whole conforms to regional dip and strike.

The mineralogy, petrology and field relations of the inclusions

are suggestive as to their geoet#s. The texture is always cryetallo-

hlastic and the grain is finer than that of the enclosing rock, although

a coar s err grain prevails near the gteartao-f+eldspathic ve#nlete.

Porphyroblastic microcline as locally conspicuous in the Inclusions.

Excepting rare hornblende and garnet, the minerals are those

of the enclosing granite, but with much higher conc eotr ations of bio-

t,iti: , potash-feldspars and wave oilriee, and a relative deficiency

of quartz (Table 5). This may be regarded as an example of "g-eo-

chemical cuïnlin,ation" with respect to Fe, Mg and K (It eynolda!

1946) or the higher potash content of the inclusions in a soda-potaeek



PLATE 22

YC LDED INCLUSIONS

Figure 1. Folded inclusion of Pinal schist with
alternate quurtzo-feldspathic and Igo-
ttte rich bandE in the Oracle granfte
(I-16). Vertical axial planee of the
folds strike wrth 500 east. Looking
north.

Figure 2. Sharply folded inclusion of Ptnsi
schist in Oracle granite (E -18).
The folds plunge north 65a east.
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PLATE 22

Figure 1

Figure 2



PLATE 23

PLANAR FOLIATION

Figure Y. Preferred mineral orientation in the
Oracle granite 0ì -12) shown by bia-
Eite flakes and feldspar phenocrysts.
Strike north 40° east, parallel, to the
edge of the Brunton camps. Look-
ing north.

Figure 2. Vertical swarm of inehtsions trending
north 450 east in Crack granite, one
mile south of Cracle. Looking north.
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PLATE 23

Figure 1

Figure 2



Table 5. Modal Analysis of Inclusions in Oracle Granite

Specimen
No.

11/290/55

7/22D/55

12/25DM

7/24i3/66

ii %x! /65

15/230/55

1! /zQ0JS5

17 /2$D /5!i

8/27i3/5á

2/22D/55

10/370/55

14/23 .0/515

Quartz

28. 0

1.3. 8

31. 6

18. 8. 7

14. 7

i.C. 8

10. 8

81.8

31. 8

1L 8

JIag#4-
clua

8.1

8. 8

2. 4

11.1,

O. 2

7.1

15.1

6. 2

11.. 5

18.6

13.2

8O.5 8.5

Micro-
cline

(a, C, it d) Rich in serlCiEe
(b) Sericitic

83. 8

80. 2

6. 1

39. 0

35. 9

48.4

18. 4

7. 7

5. 8

31. 6

21.3

1. 2

- -4.410IMIleFIN.o.,,.a.

70

.

Perthite Chlorite Others

L 8 18. 2 4. 8

8.8 18.7 3.1

8. O 17. 8 88. 8(a)

7.1 13. 7 8. 8

2.i Mi.5 2.6

3. 6 : 24.1 4. 90)

4. 5 18. 4 85. 8(c)

5. 8 W. 8 80. 4(d)

8.1 18. 2 10. 3

808 1L 3 8.8

7.1

4.3 20.2 32.3
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granite may reflect a preferential potassium motasomatism in these

local areas. The mineral assemblage, however, in agreement with

that of the enclosing granite, seems closely related to the epldote-

amphibolite facies,

As indicated by many observed stages in the recryertaiiieation

and by local preservation of relic foliation, many of the dark inclu-

sions were derived from Pinal schist. This observation IS support-

ed, at many placee, by continuity of structure from the schist, through

the transition zone, into the granite. Yet, the dark inclusions differ

from the schist in the higher concentrations of microcline, biotite

and apaque oxides, and in a decreased amount of quartz. During

their recrystaliiaaticn the schist remnants have acquired alicalies,

Iron oxide and magnesia and have lost silica.

Many dark inclusions, however, seem to differ from the re-

con.stituted schist. They are even richer than the average in CaO,

as indicated by abundant epidote and aphene, and by the presence of

hornblende. Such Inclusions are found near diabase dikes that are

partially graniti.aed, and In pinkish-exceptionally well foliated chlorite-

rich bands or lenses in the granite. Such relations suggest that

these dark inclusions are recrystallized fragments of di.abase.

There are also many dark inclusions of which it aould be

impossible to say whether they were derived from schist or diabase.

Possibly all were from one or the other of these parents, bec auae
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no evidence was seen that dirk clots were formed by segregation

from the granite*

!!.lts. d-The results of many hundreds of
of the planar foliation have been assembled (pl. 2 and fige 3).

The most obvious feature is the general northeasterly trend and the

steep to vertical dip. The trend seems to be characteristic of the

older Precambrian over much of central and southern Arizona (Wilson,

1P39, p. 1181). Where the dip is not vertical, it is usually in the

sazne direction as the dip of the bedding in the southeastern part of

the PiroA s c ast, that is, northwestward. There are some southeast.

ward dips and there are obvious departures from uniformity in the

northeast strike. The data neither preclude nor establish the pos-

sibility that the planar structure is closely folded.

For some reason not understood, the greatest unifornaity än

northeasterly strike, as well as in dip, appears to be along the

northwestern border of the area, northwest of Oracle. This belt of

uniform structure, followed toward the western part of the Mal

schist belt, swinge eastward to parallel the schist border (Pl. 2).

on a small scale, near the schist border, the foliation is similarly

deflected to parallel the contacts of westemorthweet trending quartz

A very unexpected feature of the pattern of planar foliation
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in the granite is a planar parallelism that transects the principal*

northeasterly trend. T crosspcutting structure varies In strike

from N25 At to 1465W and is usually very steep. It shows in plan a

partial fan arrangement, varying from MOW southeast of Oracle to

1460W .:: ,;.. the aoutheaotern granite border. The fan is not per-

fect; for example, a local cross structure trending . NNW appears

half a mile south of Oracle.

At first it was thought that the cross-cutting structure merely

represented swirls superpoe on the northeasterly tren& As the

nieasuremente accumulated, this interpretation became lese plausible.

Finally, exposures that revealed the two trends within inches of one

another (pigs. 4 and 5) effectively disposed of the possibility of swirls.

There appears to be no sequence to the various directions of folia-

tiOn; that le, structure parallel to a given direction, is not always

younger or older than structure parallel to another direction. It

seems, then, that the several foliations are of the same age (Fige.

4 and 5).

L+acal primary structures discooforwable with the primary

patterns of granitic rocks have been described as schlieren dikes

(H. Cl.00s, 1928) and as dieconformahle schlieren (Mayo, 1941, p

1028- 1029). The cross-cutting structures of the Oracle granite,

ever, do not resemble any of the ahoveMmeentkmed features. Furt

there appear to be the most Intimate relations between the northeasterly
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and northwesterly orientations, not only in the granites, but even in

the inclusions (Fig. 4). The features of schlieren dikes or c#seoa-

tormable schlieren obviously fail to explain such relations.

That both northeasterly and crags- cutting foliations are pri

nary, that is that neither is pG?BidîltiC, seems proven became

not only the minerals, bat also the reconstituted inclusions of the

granite follow equally the northeasterly and the cross-cutting trends.

Whatever its origin, the pattern of primary foliation shows all the

regional directions (fit, 2) except the nearly north-south one.

Joints. -- It seems unlikely that all the post-older Precambrian

movements that have affected this area have hailed to cause any frac-

tures in the Oracle granite. In fact, such movements may account

for local, seemingly innunmahi+e, bewildering fractures that tit no

pattern. ln spite of these local complexities, bower, an overall

fracture pattern appears w a sufficiently large number of joint

measurements are plotted (PI. 3).

Of course there is no assurance that ail of the joints plotted

date from the formation of the granite, yet remarkable similarities

elda-t between the joint pattern and the plan of the primary foliation.

For example, the northeasterly trend is reproduced on the joint map,

accompanied by the northwest and west-northwest directions (pl. 24,

figs., i and 2). The joints even display the rougit, partial fan



PLATE 24

JOINTS

Figure 1. North 500 east trending j4g dipping
65° southeast and north saa met /ßt
trace on ledge above pick. Looking
northeast in the Bonito wash (N «9ß).

Figure 2. North 86Q west JOiIZta dipping 700
north and a northeasterly point set
makes surface sloping toward the
observer.
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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arrangement of trends between N3OW and 1+tlOW, shown by the cross-

foliation. If than, maw of the measured Joints are very much -

er than the granites it seems reasonable to conclude that they follow

pre-determined directions as old as the older Precambrian.

In addition to the directions followed by falíaticny the Joint

pattern shows a north-south trend over the entire area. Because It

is not mrssented is the known primary structures, Ms trend could

have been established at a much later time.

Aa expeacted, the urunbar of Joints that follow the west-north-

west direction Increased sharply with approach to the Mogul fault

zone. This set is distributed over the granite areas however, even

north of Oracle. The west-northwest fractures sip al moderate to

steep angles southward and at steep angles northward; some of them

are vertical. Near the Mogul fault, many of the steep or vertical

fractures are filled with quartz (P1. 31, fib. 1).

In the transition zone and adjacent parts of the Pfnal schist

are many poorly-developed cross-joints (Balg, 1937) with attitudes

that change in accordance with the varying direction and amount of

plunge of the lineation (Fig. 6). Flat lying joints have locally In-

fluenced the sculpturing of the present topography.
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sta --Besides the Mogul fault zone itself many west-north-

west faults appear In thQ! zone of pegmatite dikes and quartz V81Ai1

that broadens to and beyond Oracle. Many other faults follow the

northwest direction ands few the northeast direction. Some of the

adjustments are post- latita and trachyte. Except in the Mogul fault

zone itself, the adjustments awesar to have been normal faulting; but

sonne strike-slip faulting cannot be precluded, indeed, it irr suggested

at a number of places (Pl. 4). In the Mogul fault zone, u already

ncseritlaaeá, Uwe seems to have been much left- lateral strike slip

movement, as well as normal faulting. The two flat thrusts in the

eastern part of the Pinal seist belt have carried their hanging walls

relatively northeastward and upward.



DIKE SEQUENCE

General

The pattern auf dikes and faults (PI. 4) is is some respects

better defined than the joint pattern, except that the north-south di-

rection is poorly rtpratentead among the dikes. The precise sequence

of ail the dikes and veins has proved Impossible to determine and

uncertainties have bumst indicated. ft has been established, however.

that coarse grained diabase appeared even before pegmatite and splito,

that =dealt* sipps4red late in the sequence and was followed by r3yo-

lite.

IMabase

Two types of diabW11! have been recognised, an earlier, medi-

um to coarse-grained type and a later, fine-grained, basaltic d1aba:ev

The fresh medium and coarse-grained tiabase consists es-

sentially of plagioclase (Anst6.70) and aagltsy flme*e and magnetite,

with olivine usually present (P2. 85. fig. I). The olivine may be

eoclosed by coronas of augite or by reaction rims of sntigorite

chicrite and botita Some sections show abundant apatite needles.

The tedurf la typliLtlC t0 8]ibaphiálC.

$2



PLATS 26

PROTObtlICRCGRAP. OF DINE ROCKS

Figure 1. Coarse-grained d3abase under crossed
nicals 17, showing laths of plagio-
clase (Pi). grains of augite (Au) and
olivine {+ßu.

Figure a. Laate porphyry with phenocry.rs of
plagioclase (Pl) and orthoclase (Or)
in a tine-grained grcundanuts com-
posed chiefly of plagioclase, crossed
nicois X 17.
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PLATE 25

Figure 1

Figure 2
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In the sheared and altered portions, augite changes to horn-

blende, aauctinnniite and chlorite; olivine alters to antigerite, chlorite

and iron-oxides; and plagioclase becomes endeeine with associated

cliaQsotelte, sericite and calcite. Epidote is locally abundant in the

altered rock and some intensely altered phases are fine-grained ag-

gregates of eertcite, chlorite, blotite and quarts. Local concentra-

time of biotite suggest accessions of potash. As previously mention-

ed, e-hearefl, chloritized phases were .81 first 'mi staken for chlorite-

rich portions of the Pinal schist, and many calchimrich inclusions

in the Oracle granite, together with the chlorite bearing bende or

lenses in which they occur, suggest some granittzation of the diabase.

The later, fine grained diabase Is usually porphyritic with

phenocrysts of plagioclase (Àn) and olivine. GlCameroporphyritic

plagioclase clusters are locally present, and some of these reche

contain epheruiltee consisting of radiating plagioclase laths.

The earlier diiabasee were inserted along the Mogul fault ne,

especially in the eastern en echelon part, put the middle, neatly

east-west portion, and along the eastern end of the western en echelon

part as far west at N--10 (PI. 4). In this zone parts of the earlier

diabase are intensely sheared. EOM, parts have been granitised and

the reconstituted relics appear in a chlorite rich phase of the granite.

In a zone a mile long and perhaps a thousand feet wide along

the eastern en echelon part, the Oracle granite ie replete with diabase-
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filled cracks, mostly less than half an inch wide, that follow the

west-northwest and northeast trends.

As though led from the insertions in the Mogul fault sane, a

swarm of northwest trending diabase dikes appears in the central

part ot the area, and such dikes are lass abundant elsewhere. These

northwest trending dikes which vary in width from mere stringers to

SOO feet, show a definite tendency to narrow and curve toward paral-

lelism with the Mood, fault zone sat the south, and to swell northward.

Obviously, stresses that tended to wen the northwest-trending trac-

tunes, existed in the Oracle granite d the time of the diabase in-

cursion, especially in the area north of the nearly east-west put

of the Mogul teilt sone.

Very few of the earlier +disbass dikes follow the northeast di-

rectkat. Apparently, fractures with this trend were mostly closed

at that tim*.

The later, basaltic diabase shows a distribution similar to

that of the earlier dißtes, with perhaps a slightly greeter preference

for northeast trending fractures.

In addition to this rock locally occurs as lenses and

as rague, irregular patches, traversed discordantly by feint relics

of the northeasterly foliation of the granite. This relation suggests
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that some pegmatite hu replaced the granite.

Dikes of pegmatite were inserted along the Mogul fau1t zone,

avoiding the places prowicu.ty occupied by diabase. Accordingly the

west-northwest trending pegmatftear border the western part at the

fault zone and fill parallel fractures In the area of most uniform

northeast foliation as far as Oracle, and even beyond (PI. 26. fig.

1). Such west-northwest dikes are very uncommon in the southeast-

ern part of the area. Slabs of sheared, cblaritised Ptaal schist oc-

cur locally on the dike contacts and süctaarridNr show that the con-

tacts were normal faults.

As though the insertions of dtabas had locally relieved stresses

that tended to pull open northwest fractures, and had allowed these

stresses to accumulate elsewhere the northwest trending ,pegaaatites

avoid the greatest dtabasa concentration and appear is numbers in

the eastern and sc;ulhwaater1, parts of the area. They also avoid

the western part of the area.

A few pegmatite cnae follow the northeasterly direction.

hpat

Apia. which is st least in part younger than pegmatite, mostly

tills northwest trending fractures, even where the diabaie dikes are

most abundant. Th. splits-Mod fractures are oriented somewhat

farther to the west of north than the tHabase dikes, suggesting



PLATE 2.

PEGMATITE AND QUARTZ MN

Figure 1. Not! 60° ,mot trending joint sic dipping
4Q northeast and filled in with pepma-
W+rs. Looking southwest. Vertical face
on the Geest aide of the wash. ono and a
half miles south of Oracle.

Figure 2. North ßß° wit treading vertical quarts
vein. Looking northeast. Locality too
miles south of Oracle.
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PLATE 26

Figure 1

Figure 2



clockwise rotation of the earlier fractures. The northwest trending

1plites avoid the eastern part of the area.

Some splits was emplaced along the Dñop,1 fault zone, and a

few of its dikes follow the northeast direction.

Quartz veins follow the western part of the Mogul fault sage

and also occupy wait-northwest fractures as far north as Oracle

(Pl. 20, fig. 2). An older generation of northwest-trending rreia,

occurs In the same part of the area. The veins are relatively uu-

aommdn In the eastern part of the granite.

Latit ac+wwrrtrrr+n+r w wiwriiww ï

Tiara are two todursl varieties of these dike rocks, fine-

pained equtgranuìar and tiee-grained PorDàyrític with feldspar

pádnocryits. Flow banding is locally well developed and dips par.

to the dike walls; ìiacaties is locally revealed by plagioclase

laths, elongated TetcialN and streaks of biatite.

The phesocrysts are orthoclase and oligoclase, the former

twinned co the carlsbad law and usually micrapertbítia. By increase

in orthoclase, the ',Altos grads into traabyte. The ge"ounimass is

fine grained and is chiefly plagioclase (Pl. 25, fig. g). Magnetite,

llmealte, aplrate, zircon and apatite are the usual accessories.
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8iotlte and chlorite are locally present and semrlClte and Mpidote were

seen in a few slides.

The Mite and traräyte dikes appear in the area north of the

Mogul fault and west of They vary In thickness to a maxi-

mum of 60 feet The dip is northeastward at 75 to 80 degrees and

the usual strike is about N3OW. An exception is a tom, mauve-

colored dike, inserted along a dls6ase near 1C14 5. This dike ter-

minates at its northern and on a fault.

The emplacement of Wits and trachyte seems to have ter-

minated a period during which the szistkag stresses tended to open

the northwest-trending tracttures. Very few. if any northwest frac-

tures were occupied by dikes after emplacement of the lat3te and

traehyte. Later dikes sit to bave bon emplaced in a completely

different stress environment.

Autteefte

These are tìnapraliede light browafeh- green dike rocks with

abundant phenocrysts of plagioclase and hornblende. The plagioclase

ranges from andmsíne to basic aligcclsse, and the hornblende is in

sAdmira, plsochroiu from light green to brownish green. Some fresh,

slightly wattle orthoclase 1s present. The matriz is composed of

mingle crystals of the above minerals plus ílmeaite and rutile. There

are some ram quarts phenocrysts and aericfte, ctimazoisit+t. calcite
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end limonite are present as alteration products. By increase f

quarts and orthoclase, the rock occasionally grades into porphyritic

Wits. However the appearance of this rock is different from Eis

previously mentioned latítea and it is also characterised by the

presence of hornblende which is frequently ititared to chlorite and

Cüeotoisi#e. With few exceptions, hornblende is always less than

thirty-five percent of the rock.

The andeefte dikes X11 have a northeasterly trend and sr*

most abundant in the WOE zone northwest of Oracle and based at

the southwest on the broadest part of the transition sale along the

Mogul fault. The San Manuel Ore Deposits, about 7 miles h-

est of this area, are an the same dike zone and the strike of the

Ore body at San Manuel also coincides with this trend (Pelletier,

1956). C. S. Creasy is of the opinion (psr#onal communication)

that most of these Wades are petrologically related to the mon-

sonite porphyry of the latter are*. The dikes usually are vertical,

are relatively few, except In the above-mentioned tee, and ream

to be mat in the southeastern part of the area. Their distribu-

tion, then, appears to be related to adjustments along the western

part of the Mogul Walt mew.
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RitylLfte

This dike rock Ls cream to h-brown, usually fresh and

porphyrtttc and with phenocrysts of orthoclase and mind quarts.

The ftne-gritined gr ouwimass consists ot potash feldspoz, plagioclase,

and wisps of sericite. 7,,' heae, zircon, magnetite and ttmmite are

iteCNáiiPi48.

The digs are relatively few, and most of them triad north-

eastward. They crosscut earlier members of the sequence, and

from evidence at San Manuel, Pelletier (1Sß6) considers the rhyolite

to be later than aaderit.



MINERALIZATION

Little prospects and old tunnels are scatter all throughout

the area, most of which were worked for either gold or copper.

The copper stains are wideeprea4, but nowhere is there evidence

of intens!! mineralization.

The belt of purplish red oxidized schist near Copper Hill

Mine (K-3) is the most promising of all. In its widest cross-

section, near the mine the belt is about 500 feet across and it

gradually pinches off to the east and west. This zone occupies

the most prominent strand of the Mogul fault and outcrops are

characterized by bright coloration of malachite and azurite in a

matrix of sheared Pinal schist and vein quartz. Signe of eilifica-

tion and eericíti. zatice are wide read. Chloritization is very local.

Though no mine is operating now, old tunnels at several places fn

dicate past attempts at economic exploitation.

A few such malachite stained outcrops of quartz veins have

also been observed towards the north within the Gracie granite,

and abandoned prospects testify to the failure to find ore. Spec

of chalcopyrite were noted In a sheared granite and dire matrix

in a new prospect,, south of Linda Vista (H40).
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STRUCTURAL RIVIXAY

Mesa.
ww.w.wwewqrwrwil.r

According to \Moon (i939, p. lïSl) the offer Precambrian

MaiatEil Revolution may have determined the structural triads of

the pre-Apache and pre- Uekar formation tbarvagout Arizona. In

southeastern Arisona (Pl. 1) this ancient trend is northeastward,

suggesting compruskrn from southeast or northwest, unless the

stress was rotational. Scaftered observation (Andsnon, I951,

Peterson, et al., 1951) indicate that the older Precambrian was

intensely folded, and Wilson (unpublish.d manuscript, 1949. P. 3)

states that "shear or tear ihr transverse to the folds are com-

mon."

It seems reasonable to noose that tàs Mogul fault sone

may have appeared cfnsiot the Maaataat orcomr as a transverse

shear, and it Is possible that other transverse shear dirsctiter

also developed at that time. This postulate in no way precludes

the possibility that the shear and fold dtreutlanr were inherited

from a still older fiundsmental basement pattern. In any casi,

the aortheautt fold direction plus west-northwest and northwest

shear directions seem to have appeared as a result of the Maarta.a1
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orogeny. It is worth noting lltrtáer, that under the postulated evn-

dtücans. rift ìuatded strike-slip adjustments should have taken place

along ttie Mogul fault zone during the earlier Maros of the Arm :turd

history. This is Um opposite of the adjustments now recorded terre.

Ilent of the Oracle Granite

Raw o the pranit. --fit seems that the Oracle granite was sm-

placed at some time alter the intense Mastnl folding, WA what

meaning should one give to the word "after?"

Careful search along the eastern part of the Mogul halt zone

may eventually furnish a definite upper limit to the time of emplace-

ment, but examination at places whore the Apache grip was supposed

to rest on granite revealed probable Cretaceous is place of Apache.

Apparently, local troughs along the Mogul fault served as traps for

coarse Cretaceous(?) elastics. Apache sediments near-by were so

disposed that it seemed they must overlie the granite, but the actual

cöntact, which would have been proof of the pre-Apache age of the

granite was not seen. oracle granites, then, is gt 1:4......jr, pre-Apache

in age, an assignment that accords essentially with the opinion of

most field workers in the region (Tolman, Moore et al, 1949). In

further support of this assignment is the hyacinth color of the zircons

of the granite (Fait, 1966, p. 584).
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?LF!p*rL--The northeasterly foliation of the

granite is like the regional foliation of the Mu säst. Even the

steep but variable dips of the granite foliation can be matched by

dips in the Pingi seist (Aadrson, 1951, FiG 2; p. 1335) which

hints that the granite structure was once closely folded. Further,

it ,seems difficult to account for the transverse foliation* (P1. 2)

union they represent *beau "transverse to the folds." It this

reasonin 1s correct, tbe primary foliation pattern of the Oracle

granite Is the pattern that records the Ill al orogeny.

Perhaps, then, the granite was emplaced before the culmina-

acn of the period of Intense folding, has solidified before this time,

and had received its foliation pattern from the tome stresses that

lolcled and sheared tke Phial schist. `The Indirect evidence that the

granite foliation was itself folded is not compelling.

That orcgatic stresses might orient the minerals of a solidi-

fied granite, reproducing therein the shear and foliation pattern of

the Mal schist, is adnaittet but among the elements that reveal

the granite foliation are inclusions, some cri which attain a length

of 24 feet. It Is thought that to orient or reorient such features In

solid granite is a physical impossibility. Either the inclusions ac-

quired their orientations as a recall of magmatic or plastic riowate,

or they are relics of Piad schist structure.

Attempts have been made to visualise the emplacement of the
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granite as a melt, and the origin of its foliation u a result of plas-

tic or vlscoes flow. The foliation pattern, however, differs from

the usuat features of granite tectonics. Of such features it eppears

to resemble most closely the lineation of the massif of Striegau-

Zobtan In Silesia (IL Moos 1922; p. 67-e0). In the Oracle penite,

however, lineation is almost lacking and some directions of cross-

foliation exist, which is not true in the Silesian granite. In spite

of these difficulties, however, one migit suppose that the Oracle

granite wu intruded from the soutbeast; that it elonotted northeast*.

southwest, and dragged against its southern wall. Neglecting the

&faculty of the transverse foliations, this mechanism still contra-

diets the evidence of the earlier members of the dike sequence, which

require northeast-southwest tension to open northwest fractures, and

the evidence, discussed below, that left lateral strike slip on the

Mogul fault sons is a comparatively young future. Obviously, at-

tempts to account for the primary structure pattern by magmatic

flow enootmter serious difficulties. These difficulties disappear if

one can assume that the foliation patters was formed in a medium

that reacted to stress ae though it were a solid.

Evdca of testure.--Indirect evidence from the thin

sections, as already mentioned, suggests a maximum temperature

near 6000 C. This would accord with the suggestion of Turner and
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Verhoogen (1951) that the granitic rocks were emplaced at tesuper e-

turee of 500°400° C. in the Oracle granite, hammer, the evidence

is ol such indirect nature that one arguing for a lower emplacement

temperature would probably have the Mvantage. The variable tex-

ture of the rock, and particularly the crystellohlastic texture of the

finer-grained portions suggests that parts of it were never molten.

Indeed, there seems to be no convening reason to believe that any

of the granite was ever molten and nowhere along the contact has

any chilled lades been observed. On the other hand, the petro-

graphic evidence, by Itself, does not preclude the existence of

some melt.

Balk. (1053, p. 2473M2473) has suggested that mixtures of

silicate crystals, especially if quarts is abundantly present, may

flow under favorable conditions at temperatures as low as 300c..

4000 C. Even such mixtures hcr. would probably develop

dome-like or dispyric structerea.

In the Oracle graniter only the rarely observed biotite

schlieren suggest even the slightest local tendency toward such flow-

agi . Either the mount of melt was very small, or the eropnfc

stresses had practically reached equilibrium at the time the " p anne"

was forme,. In neither case can the foliation pattern be accounted

for by flow at e melt or by the plastic flow of emixture of silicate

crystals.
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Evidence eat ropiacemrnt. --Many of the features suggesting

replacement seem to have formed long after the appearance of the

original grancadiarfts. Observations as hure, structure and mks»

eralogy of the Anal schist and its many inclusions within the granite

straggly suggest that much schist has become granite by secrystall.t-

satïon and metasomstism. lido evidence becomes of the greatest

importance w it is realized that the foliation pattern of the gran-

lies so difficult to account for by magmatic flow, or by the plastic

flow of a mixture of silicate crystals, Is precisely The pattern that

the Btiszalzal Qrtgeoy should have impressed on the Anal schist.

One hesitates to close the door to other solutions, qet the problem

of emplacement and structure pattern are simultaneously and simply

solved it the grxnodivritic predecessor of the Oracle granite was

emplaced by metasomatisan of the P#na1 schist, by lit-par-lit in-

jection, by partial melting in place, or by some combinatkin of

these. The evidence reviewed above Inclines the author to think

that tnetasvatatism was the most important prcrcaso. The foliation

pattern of the granite is accor ly a pseudomorph of the fold

shear pattern of the Peral schist and variously reconstituted relics

of the emplacement are legion. They follow all of the foliation dt-

recticm4
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Southern rd+er of the anite.--The °tglaia Oracle mite"

probably #uterftrgered with the Pima schist on the southwest, the

graulte fingers terminating at a west-northwest shear, the fore-

runner of the Mogul fault zone, which separated the interfingsred

granite and schist on the north from the schist on the south. Some

condition in the shear aone-»-possibly the presence of gouge--seeras

to have been unfavorable to the southward continuation of the granite.

This shear may have been a right-lateral strike-slip fault.

d the present eastern end of the schist belt, however,

the granite did cram the shear zone. Why this should have happen-

ed, if, for example, teer granite followed the core of a major anti-

cline or syncline in NW schist, is not known. The fact of the

break-through, 11 not Its asgtent under the Apache group and younger

rocks, Is obvious. The result was that the eastern part of the

shear, or fault zone was sealed and strengthened, whereas a rela-

tively weak, sheared contact between "panne" and schist was left

in the western part. This condition strongly affected subsequent

events.

1 of uence

The fact that pegmatite traverses the coarse-grained di e,

that inclusions of &abase occur in the Oracle granite and that locally

the &abass appears to have been grsn#tiasd, suggests that the basic
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melt was emplaced during or immediately after, emplacement of

tie panne. It Is known, however* that coarse and medium-grained

diabase intrudes the Apache group. EJalesr tbere wert successive

pulsar of diabase injection, beginning with the emplacement of the

Oracle granite, the basic melt was inserted fiter prolonged erasion

and Apache sedimentation. The same obviously applies to pegmatite*

aplite and of Qcwr,se to the other dikes and veins.

According to Wilson (1V51, unpublished* p. 3-0) relatively

mild tectonic adjustments occurred in Arizona In younger Precambrian

and in Paleozoic time. If the corresponding stress distributions were

like those Masatsal time, one could expect the Mogul fault zone

to function again as a ri ,;, t lateral strike slip fault. The movement

would be strongly resisted ',here the fault zone had been reinforced

by granite and it would go forward more readily In the schist farther

west. T"enar4cmat stresses, then* might rise to a maximum where the

strong and weak segments of the fault zone Join.

The data (Fl. 4) sroggwEt that this actually happened; that

northwesterly or north-northwesterly fractures were pulled open in

the granite north of the eastern end of the schist belt. kisertions

of the diabaue along the fault zone evidence the breaking of the "seal"

of granite In this segment. The transfer of movement along the ems-

tire fault zone fas indicated by the parallel, westoorthweaat insertion*

of pegmatite, splits and quarts veins. The fillings of the no3'thw8eterly
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fractures furnish s picture cd the post- dtabtrse sMft of maxim

tensional stress over the area. As indicated by the pegmatite, this

stress accumulated first in the gast and southeast, where it vas re-

lieved. It then built up in the central and western parts, where it

was relieved by aplitic injections and quartz veins. Latter, some

northwest-trending fractures were again opened in the central and

western portions, and were tilled with 3st#te and tracizyte. The

geologic ages of these dikes and veins are not known, but it Is Thought

that the older ones at legt may be younger Precambrian.

At some time after emplacement of this above- entioEed dikes,

the stress distribution changed and atraasaa,o rose to maxima never

previously attained since the Mazatsal orvgaRy. Svidsnce from the

Pinal schist belt suggests that first the Mogul fault zone was corn-

pressed from the southwest, forming many small aortheaslwardly

overturned puckers in the foliation planes and many small, north-

outwardly directed thrums. This motion seems to have been follow-

ed by relaxation and by relatively eastward shilt of the southern side

of the fault zone. its other words, the Mogul fault zone locally

functioned as a left lateral strike-slip tauig
016.041,1111.11.0

In the western part of the schist belt, foliation, which should

previously have had a northeasterly trend, was dragged into parai

lelism with the fault zone, and on the granite side a transition belt,

consisting of alternating layers of granite and recrystallized schist,
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was Likewise dragged and was crashed and feldspathised.

The eastward movement of the schist block seems to have

encountered relatively little resistance In the Mora part, but

toward the eßt, in fide direction of the granite buttress, the motion

was faar+ras#agly resisted. As a result, the drag effects die away

eastward and the schist foliation at the eastern end wears to have

suffered as1y moderate counterclockwise rotation from its original

northeasterly trews. Considerations of the regional structural history

suggest that this deformation occurred during Loran*aie time. that ley

during the timer Cretaceous or Tertiary.

With left Lateral Adios slip taking place on the Mogul fault

sons, the northwesterly trending fractures would no 'Wager be pulled

open; on the contrary, northeasterly fractures would tmctiaq as "feath-

er joIidW' along the shift aaaae. Further, If the deforming motion

came from the southwest, it might be exacted that tensional stress

would become more Intense in the rigid vaults opposite the most de-

formed sector of schist belt and transition zone. As the strike -slip

dimintated eastward,- tensional stress should become tmrtespondingly

less, and in the south part of the atei, where evidence of

strike slip along the Mogul fault is obscure or lacking, few if auy

northeast-trending fractures should have been opened. The emplace-

ment of the aadesite dike swarm in that northeast-tar i : belt based

on the widest part ot the transition zone, the rapid eastward diminution
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in the number of northeast Most and their apparent absence In the

southeastern corner of the area seem to c rm the above iaterpre-

tatttn. Apparently ate tensional stress had almost reached equilib-

rium when the rhyalittc melt arrived.

Ate.
\A.r.....W.n...

Cream (personal communication) has kindly permitted the

writer to qty in advance of publication the results of a radioactive

determinanon, made by the Lsraeo method, of zircons from the

atderitss. The age determined is 116 x 206 years a. 30 z lßß years.

This places the zircons between Jurassic and Late Cretaceous is age.

Acccrd#nglp, left lateral strike slip movement on the Mogul fault zone

most probably began at this time.

An Important question concerns the time when the granite was

subjected to cataclasis. The microcline plenocrygb and mierocllae

In general show little or no effects of crushing and the potash feldspar

wears to replace the crushed mlnwals of the granite. This la also

traf in crushed, ieldrpsr#3LLzed portion. of the Pinal schist In the

transition zone.

In the granite it is possible that the catwclasis sad the potash

metaeomatiarm were associated with younger Precambrian adjustments,

and perhaps the develcvment of mietoclLu In the schist of the trend-

Ma zone merely repra..eats some migration of potash In iarnmtde
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time. Such an interpretation veld do no violence to the impression

that coaraa- grained. Porpìy*iüc granites in Thera Arizona had

formed In Precambrian time. However, the lack of all but very

local and restrlcted evidence that the granite ever flowed, rates

to eliminate the possibility that caiaclauis occurred when the granite

formed.

The possibility that cataclnsis, potash znc+naatlsan and for-

mation of the large PhenocrTs#s are related to Laramide deformation

seems, however, to be worthy cri serious consideration. Of all the

adjustments to occur since the Mazittzal 4ragllny, the l.aramide ones

appear to have been the most intense, and therefore the most Likely

to crush the granite. Large phanocrysts formed before these adjust-

ments should have shattered, but if formed stur the most intense

movement, they might show no strain effects. The large crystals

are replacements of earlier minerals and are not the result of *low

coc ling of a magma at great &ytlL It is not intended that this sug-

gestion apply to other coarse Precambrian granites that have not yet

been studied.

As suggested by soft gouge seams, local weakly consolidated

breccfas and observed displacements in the western part of the Mogul

fault zone the latest movement was down-faulting of the mountains

along the southern border of the granite. The down thrown sielt of

the Mogul fault is thus topographically htgb, and the granite of the
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up thrown block is topographically low. This relatial espressos

the more rapid disintftration of the granite as compared with the

rocks of the alma:taint. Further, the jridge, or boss of the shield

that sprawls from the Mogul fault toward Oracle, coincides with the

&abase dike swarm, which appears locally to have retarded the dis-

integration of the granite.
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As t result of the writer ' a field and laboratory studies and

of work by others in this area, the following conclusions appear to

be justified:

Throe of the regional directions at structure--north-

east, northwest, Emd west-northwest (Pl. 1)--wore probably formed

in the granite area during the older Precambrian Mautzst orogevy.

Judged from local evidence the fourth direction, north-south, could

harre formed very much later, but this camcb3akon may not apply

regionally.

The Oracle granite of today is a Dlatite quartz mcll-

aGOaite that varies unsystematically into biotlte graundiorite and

Morite granite. As originally emplaced, probably In older Precambrian

times it seems to have bei a hornblende, or hornblende- bdotitq,

granodiorite.

The peculiar foliation pattern of the quartz ammonite

appears to be a relic of the structure plan impressed ssn the Eiaal

schist by the Maaatanl oragen'; therefore, although t former pres-

ence of some magma cannot be precluded, the original granodiorite

mud to an important extent have replaced the schist. Relics, pr+e..

IQ8
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serving stages of the process, are ubiquitous.

The older dike sequence reveals a rather uniform

stress field which, with local chugss, must have persíieted for

many milticnr of years after idasatsal tima The tagt dikes

reveal by their orientation a great change in the stress field. be-

ginning in Jurassic or Cretaceous time. At this time the western

part of the Mogul fault zone functioned as a left-lateral strike slip

fault. The southern side Qt the fault sàesred relatively eastward

toward and against a resisting buttress of quarts inonzonite, so that

the Pinal schist was dragged into parallelism with the fault at the

wit and was only 'moderately rotated counterclockwise futhar east.

A border *one, or transition zonees of quartz ammonite and schist

at the weit was dragged eastward, and the late dike sequence was

emplaced. The closing stage of the movements appears to be the

logical time for the potash metasomativn, formation of large meta-

cryaci, and conversion of the origional granodiorite to quartz mon-

zonite. The possibility that these changes occurred in later Pre-

cambrian time, however, Is not precluded.

Finally. the southern, or mountain, block sank with

relation to the northern area, but erosion, working on the rapidly

disintegrating quartz monzonite, has reversed the relief so that the

up thrown block is now topographically low.
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The present study suggests possibilities for further research

in this general area. Among these are more detailed mapping and

further petroimaüric studies in the Ping schist and transition zone,

petroísbrtc studies fo the Oracle granite, and its Inclusions and

PadißilCti9e age determinations a certain of the granite 1x11neTabf.

The tatter investigation should be very helpful In regard to the time

of the potash metsasomraxirm and the age of the granite. In addition

further field Mork should be done on the problem of correlation of

the Gracie granite and Samaniego granite, and on the formation and

structural history of the trough that contains the Apache group.

These suggestions, of course, do na exhaust the possibilities for

further research in this area.
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